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OF DISHWASHING 

 
 
 

- The new E-VO Generation is presented in three ranges designed to meet the 
needs of the Horeca sector. 
 
- The products of the new Generation are noted for being robust, efficient and 
intelligent. 

 
 
Fagor Industrial, a Spanish company leader in the provision of integral solutions for the hotel 

and catering, and laundry industries presents the new E-VO Generation of dishwashing, 
designed to get the most out of professional kitchens. 
 
The new E-VO Generation focuses on offering more intelligent, reliable, robust, efficient and 
simple products, revolutionising the world of washing. E-VO offers all the advantages and 
specifications of the top ranges in the market but using more basic machines. Thanks to a single 
simplified structure, the technology is adapted to each range and to the needs of the market,  
offering a top quality body with more economical models. This Generation is the result of major 
investment in machinery and manufacturing tools, that has enabled the equipment to be 
simplified using recesses with the resultant simplification of bolted par ts, producing machines 
with the maximum levels of reliability, robustness and safety which are easy to clean and 
maintain. 
 
Three ranges for every need 

 
Fagor Industrial brings together in just one family all the requirements necessary to cover the 
needs of any establishment. All these benefits and functions have been incorporated into a full 
and extensive Generation of dishwasher consisting of three new ranges. 
 
The star product of the new generation of dishwasher is the E-VO ADVANCE range, designed 

for those looking for the best, but at the same time, something which is user friendly and easy to 
maintain. The E-VO ADVANCE intelligent machines fulfil all the requirements that a professional 

could dream of: cutting-edge technology, robustness, personalisation of wash programmes (time 
and temperature), self-cleaning functions, and self-diagnosis to optimise maintenance times. In 
short, a machine exclusively designed for investment today and capitalisation tomorrow.  
 
Secondly, designed for installations with low mains pressure and high rinse requirements, the E-
VO CONCEPT+ range is the best solution, combining all the benefits and features of the top 
ranges, with a simple electromechanical control panel. The E-VO CONCEPT+ range offers a 

highly effective and efficient wash and rinse system (EFFI-WASH and EFFI-RINSE), making it 
the perfect ally in any wash zone. 
 
Lastly, for those looking for a simple, reliable, robust and efficient dishwashing machine, E-VO 
CONCEPT is the best option. Like the higher ranges in this new Generation, E-VO Advance and 

E-VO Concept+, the basic E-VO Concept range is offered as standard with a totally recessed 
structure (wash tub, basket support guides, stainless steel wash and rinse arms, door reverse, 
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etc) with a double wall (door and body), and electromechanical components and control panel. 
In addition, the front-opening and top-loading E-VO dishwashers permit GN 1/1 trays to be 
washed thanks to the minimum opening height of 380 mm in the front -opening machine, an 
essential requirement nowadays that will continue to be so in the kitchens of the future. 
Furthermore, the capacity to adapt to any installation and its electrical requirements with the 
provision of multi-power and the easy technical accessibility via the multi-connections box are 
not to be forgotten. 
 
Benefits of the new generation of dishwasher 

 
One of the principal advantages of the new E-VO Generation is the significant savings in daily 
consumption compared to standard machines and other top range machines available on the 
market, making it a competitive and cost-effective Generation. This new Generation of 
dishwasher reduces water consumption, in both the top-loading and front-opening dishwashers, 
drastically reducing daily consumption in all the available ranges. 
 
Simplicity and robustness are priority in this new Generation. This is why the structure has been 
simplified using recessed parts, automatic robotic welding has been introduced, and the number 
of components reduced, resulting in an increase in machine reliability. Likewise, to minimise 
maintenance and installation costs and times, the improved access to components and the 
multi-connections box which allows the machine power and voltage to be adjusted to the 
requirements of the installation, resolving in situ any unexpected circumstances or changes at 

the last minute, is of note. 
 
Another of the leading features of this Generation is its commitment to the environment. The 
new range improves the recycling index of the machines by 50%, enabling optimisation of the 
daily consumption and the environmental impact. 
 
“The launch of the new E-VO Generation of dishwasher is proof that it is possible to obtain 
higher quality and better performance without leaving important factors such as economy and 
sustainability by the wayside”, says Juan Alos, Product Manager at Fagor Industrial. “This 
Generation is the result of the efforts of our company to design the most advanced, robust and 
versatile dishwashers on the market, conceived to simplify the daily chores of any professional 
kitchen, whatever their requirements”, concludes Alos. 

 
 
About Fagor Industrial 
Fagor Industrial, a Cooperative belonging to Mondragon, is a company specialised in the supply and installation of integral 
solutions for the Hotel and Catering, and Laundry sectors, with an extensive and innovative range of products 
manufactured in-house. Fagor Industrial is part of the international business group, ONNERA Group, which has 10 
factories around the world, and a staff of more than 1700. Fagor Industrial is  the perfect partner for anyone wishing to take 
on integral projects for global customers, thanks to its reliability, quality and the frontier technology of its products, an d the 
efficiency of its pre-sales and after-sales services. 
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